The single image super-resolution task is one of the most examined inverse problems in the past decade. In the recent years, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have shown superior performance over alternative methods when the acquisition process uses a fixed known downsampling kernel-typically a bicubic kernel. However, several recent works have shown that in practical scenarios, where the test data mismatch the training data (e.g. when the downsampling kernel is not the bicubic kernel or is not available at training), the leading DNN methods suffer from a huge performance drop. Inspired by the literature on generalized sampling, in this work we propose a method for improving the performance of DNNs that have been trained with a fixed kernel on observations acquired by other kernels. For a known kernel, we design a closed-form correction filter that modifies the low-resolution image to match one which is obtained by another kernel (e.g. bicubic), and thus improves the results of existing pre-trained DNNs. For an unknown kernel, we extend this idea and propose an algorithm for blind estimation of the required correction filter. We show that our approach outperforms other super-resolution methods, which are designed for general downsampling kernels.
Introduction
The task of Single Image Super-Resolution (SISR) is one of the most examined inverse problems in the past decade [10, 12, 35, 7] . In this problem, the goal is to reconstruct a latent high-resolution (HR) image from its low-resolution (LR) version, obtained by an acquisition process that includes low-pass filtering and sub-sampling. In the recent years, along with the developments in deep learning, many SISR methods that are based on Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have been proposed [6, 15, 19, 18, 41, 33, 14] .
Typically, the performance of SISR approaches is evaluated on test sets with a fixed known acquisition process, e.g. a bicubic downsampling kernel. This evaluation methodol-ogy allows to prepare large training data, which are based on ground truth HR images and their LR counterparts synthetically obtained through the known observation model. DNNs, which have been exhaustively trained on such training data, clearly outperform other alternative algorithms, e.g. methods that are based on hand-crafted prior models such as sparsity or non-local similarity [7, 22, 12, 35, 36] .
Recently, several works have shown that in practical scenarios where the test data mismatch the training data, the leading DNN methods suffer from a huge performance drop [37, 26, 29] . Such scenarios include a downsampling kernel which is not the bicubic kernel and is not available at the training phase. A primary example is an unknown kernel that needs to be estimated from the LR image at test time.
Several recent SISR approaches have proposed different strategies for enjoying the advantages of deep learning while mitigating the restriction of DNNs to the fixed kernel assumption made in the training phase. These strategies include: modifying the training phase such that it covers a predefined set of downsampling kernels [38, 13] ; using DNNs to capture only a natural-image prior which is decoupled from the SISR task [37, 4] ; or completely avoid any offline training and instead train a CNN super-resolver from scratch at test time [30, 26] .
Contribution. In this work we take a different strategy, inspired by the generalized sampling literature [8, 31] , for handling LR images obtained by arbitrary downsampling kernels. Instead of completely ignoring the state-of-the-art DNNs that have been trained for the bicubic model, as done by other prior works, we propose a method that transforms the LR image to match one which is obtained by the bicubic kernel. The modified LR can then be inserted into existing leading super-resolvers, such as DBPN [14] , RCAN [41] , and proSR [33] , thus, improving their performance significantly on kernels they have not been trained on. The proposed transformation is performed using a correction filter, which has a closed-form expression when the true (nonbicubic) kernel is given.
In the "blind" setting, where the kernel is unknown, we [38] , ZSSR [26] , proSR [33] , RCAN [41] , DBPN [14] , proSR with correction, RCAN with correction, DBPN with correction. Note that our correction filter improves significantly the performance on neural networks trained on another SR kernel. extend our approach and propose an algorithm that estimates the required correction. The proposed approach outperforms other super-resolution methods in various practical scenarios. See example results in Figure 1 in the case of a known kernel.
Related Work
In the past five years many works have employed DNNs for the SISR task, showing a great advance in performance with respect to the reconstruction error [6, 14, 15, 19, 33, 41] and the perceptual quality [3, 18, 24, 32] . However, one main disadvantage of DNN-based SISR methods is their sensitivity to the LR image formation model. A network performance tends to drop significantly if it has been trained for one acquisition model and then been tested on another [26, 29, 37] .
Recently, different SISR strategies has been proposed with the goal of enjoying the advantages of deep learning while mitigating the restriction of DNNs to the fixed kernel assumption made in the training phase. One strategy is to train a CNN super-resolver that gets as inputs both the LR image and the degradation model and assumes that the downsampling kernels belong to a certain set of Gaussian filters [13, 38] . Another approach builds on the structural prior of CNNs, which promotes signals with spatially recurring patterns (e.g. natural images) and thus allows to train a super-resolver CNN from scratch at test time [26, 30] . Another line of work recovers the latent HR image by minimizing a cost function, composed of fidelity and prior terms, where only the prior term is handled by a pre-trained deep denoiser or GAN [37, 28, 4, 39] . Recently, the two last approaches have been incorporated [29, 1] . In all these meth- ods the downsampling kernel is given as an input. In a blind setting (where the kernel is unknown) it is still possible to apply these methods after an initial kernel estimation phase.
Our approach is inspired by the literature on generalized sampling [5, 31, 8] , which generalizes the classical WhittakerNyquistKotelnikovShannon sampling theorem [34, 21, 17, 25] , which considers signals that are bandlimited in the frequency domain and sinc interpolations. The generalized theory provides a framework and conditions under which a signal that is sampled by a certain basis can be reconstructed by a different basis. In this framework, the sampled signal is reconstructed using a linear operator that can be decoupled into two phases, the first applies a digital correction filter and the second include processing with a reconstruction kernel. The role of the correction filter is to transform the sampling coefficients, associated with the sampling kernel, to coefficients which fit the reconstruction kernel.
Several works have used the correction filter approach for image processing [9, 11, 23] . These works typically propose linear interpolation methods, i.e. the correction filter is followed by a linear reconstruction operation, and do not use a strong natural-image prior. As a result, the recovery of fine details is lacking.
In this work, we plan to use (very) non-linear reconstruction methods, namely-DNNs, whose training is difficult, computationally expensive, storage demanding, and cannot be done when the observation model is not known in advance. To tackle these difficulties, we revive the correction filter approach and show how it can be used with deep super-resolvers which have been already trained.
The required correction filter depends on the kernel which is used for sampling. Therefore, in the blind setting, it needs to be estimated from the LR image. To this end, we propose an iterative optimization algorithm for estimating the correction filter. In general, only a few works have considered the blind SISR setting and developed kernel estimation methods [27, 20, 13, 2] .
Finally, we would like to highlight major differences be-tween this paper and the work in [13] , whose "kernel correction" approach may be misunderstood as our "correction filter". In [13] , three different DNNs (super-resolver, kernel estimator, and kernel corrector) are offline trained under the assumption that the downsampling kernel belongs to a certain family of Gaussian filters (similarly to [38] ), and the CNN super-resolver gets the estimated kernel as an input. So, the first major difference is that contrary to our approach, no pre-trained existing DNN methods (other than SRMD [38] ) can be used in [13] . Secondly, their approach is restricted by the offline training assumptions to very certain type of downsampling kernels, contrary to our approach. Thirdly, the concepts of these works are very different: The (iterative) correction in [13] modifies the estimated downsampling kernel, while our correction filter modifies the LR image.
The Proposed Method
The single image super resolution (SISR) acquisition model, can be formulated as
where x ∈ R n represents the latent HR image, y ∈ R m represents the observed LR image, k ∈ R d (d n) is the (anti-aliasing) blur kernel, * denotes the linear convolution operator, and ↓ α denotes sub-sampling operator with stride of α. Under the common fashion of dropping the edges of x * k, such that it is in R n , we have that m = n/α . Note that Equation (1) can be written in a more elegant way as
where S * : R n → R m is a linear operator that encapsulates the entire sampling operation, i.e. S * is a composition of blurring followed by sub-sampling. The sampling operator S * is presented in Figure 2 (a). Most SISR deep learning methods, e.g. [6, 15, 19, 18, 41, 33, 14] , assume that the observations are obtained using the bicubic kernel. Let us denote by R * the associated sampling operator (essentially, R * coincides with the previously defined S * if k is the bicubic kernel k bicub ). The core idea of our approach is to modify the observations y = S * x, obtained for an arbitrary downsampling kernel k, such that they mimic the (unknown) "ideal observations" y bicub = R * x, which can be fed into pre-trained DNN models.
In what follows, we present a method to (approximately) achieve this goal using the correction filter tool, adopted from the generalized sampling literature. First, we consider the non-blind setting, where the downsampling kernel is known, and thus S * is known. In this case, we obtain a closed-form expression for the required correction filter, which depends on k (and on k bicub ). Later, we extend the approach to the blind setting, where k is unknown. In this case, we propose a technique for estimating the correction filter from the LR image y.
The non-blind setting
In the non-blind setting, both the downsampling kernel k and the target kernel k bicub are known. Therefore, the sampling operators S * and R * are known as well. Using common notations from generalized sampling literature [8] , let us denote by S and R the adjoint operators of S * and R * , respectively. The operator R : R m → R n can be interpreted as a reconstruction operator, that restores a signal in R n from m samples, associated with the sampling operator R * . In the context of our work, when R is applied on a vector it pads it with n − m zeros (α − 1 zeros between each two entries) and convolves it with a flipped version of k bicub . The reconstruction operator R * is presented in The key goal of generalized sampling is to identify signal models and sampling systems (i.e. sampling and reconstruction operators) that allow for perfect recovery. Therefore, to proceed, let us make the following assumption. Assumption 1. The signal x sampled by R * , can be perfectly recovered by R, i.e.
Even though Assumption 1 does not hold for natural images, it is motivated by the fact that downsampling with a bicubic kernel produces a naturaly looking LR image (typically better than the LR images obtained using other kernels), and we have many DNN methods that can handle observations of the form R * x quite well.
Suppose that we have been given the observations y bicub = R * x and that Assumption 1 holds, then the estimatorx = Ry bicub would yield perfect reconstruction. However, since we are given different observations, y = S * x, let us propose a different estimatorx = RHy, where H : R m → R m is a correction operation. This recovery procedure is presented in Figures 2(b) +2(c). The following theorem presents a condition and a formula for H under which perfect recovery is possible.
Theorem 2. Let y = S * x,x = RHy, and assume that Assumption 1 hold. Then, if
we have thatx = x for
Proof. Note thatx = RHy
where the last equality follows from Assumption 1. Next, (4) implies that the operator (S * R) is invertible. Thus, setting H according to (5) is possible, and we get
where the last equality follows from Assumption 1.
Theorem 2 is presented in operator notations to simplify the derivation. In the context of SISR (i.e. with the previous definitions of S and R), the operator H = (S * R) −1 can be applied simply as a convolution with a correction filter h, whose Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is given by
where DFT(·) and IDFT(·) denote the Discrete Fourier Transform and its inverse respectively. To ensure numerical stability, we slightly modify (9) , and compute h using
where is a small regularization parameter (in all of our experiments we set it to 10 −4 ). In practice, instead of using the weak estimatorx = RHy that does not use any natural-image prior, we propose to recover the HR image bŷ
where f (·) is a DNN super-resolver that has been trained under the assumption of bicubic kernel (i.e. we replace the naive reconstruction operator in Figure 2 (c) with a DNN).
For the experiments in this paper we use DBPN [14] , RCAN [41] , and proSR [33] , but in general any other method with state-of-the-art performance (for bicubic kernel) is expected to give good results. Note that the theoretical motivation for our strategy requires that the condition in (4) holds. This condition can be inspected by comparing the bandwidth of the kernels k and k bicub in the frequency domain. As k is commonly a lowpass filter (and so is k bicub ), the condition requires that the passband of k bicub is contained in the passband of k. Yet, as shown in the experiments section, our approach yields a significant improvement even when the passband of k is moderately smaller than the passband of k bicub . Furthermore, we observe that even for very blurry LR images performance improvement can be obtained by increasing the regularization parameter in (9).
The blind setting
In the blind setting, the downsampling kernel k is unknown. Therefore, we cannot compute the correction filter h using (9), and extending our approach to this setting requires estimating h from the LR image y. To this end, we propose an iterative optimization algorithm that alternates between obtaining h that minimizes y − S * RHy 1 (note that H depends on h), and obtaining k that minimizes I − HS * R 1 + λ k 1 (note that S * depends on k). A detailed description of the algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. The first inner minimization is performed using Adam [16] Algorithm 1: Correction filter estimation Input: y, k bicub , N iter Output:ĥ an estimate for h. Params.: k 0 = Gaussian kernel with σ = 1, i = 0, λ = 0.01 .
with learning rate of 10 −5 for 50 iterations. The second inner minimization is performed using SGD with learning rate of 1.0 for 10 iterations at the beginning and then the iterations number is increased by 10 after each outer iteration (limited to 500). We also use N iter = 30 for scale factor of 2, and N iter = 50 for scale factor of 4.
After an estimator of h is obtained using Algorithm 1, the HR image can be reconstructed by (10) , similarly to the non-blind setting. 
Experiments
In this section we examine the performance and improvement due to our correction filter approach in the nonblind and blind settings, using three different off-the-shelf DNN super-resolvers that serve as f (·) in (10): DBPN [14] , RCAN [41] , and proSR [33] . We compare our approach to other methods that receive the downsampling kernel k (or its estimation in the blind setting) as an input: ZSSR [26] and SRMD [38] . We also compare our method to DPSR [39] , however, since its results are extremely inferior to the other strategies (e.g. about 10 dB lower PSNR) they are deferred to Appendix A. All the experiments are performed with the official code of each method. Unfortunately, such code has not been available for [13] .
The non-blind setting
In this section, we assume that the downsampling kernel k is known. Therefore, the correction filter h can be computed directly using (9) . We examine scenarios with scale factors of 2 and 4. For scale factor of 2, we use Gaussian kernels with standard deviation σ = 1.5/ √ 2 and σ = 2.5/ √ 2, and box kernel of size 4 × 4. For scale factor of 4, we use Gaussian kernels with standard deviation σ = 3.5/ √ 2 and σ = 4.5/ √ 2, and box kernel of size 8 × 8.
The results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 for the testsets Set14 and BSD100, respectively. Figures 1 and 3 , as well as Appendix A, present several visual results. It can be seen that the proposed filter correction approach significantly improves the results of DBPN, RCAN, and proSR, [38] , ZSSR [26] , proSR [33] , RCAN [41] , DBPN [14] , proSR with correction, RCAN with correction, DBPN with correction.
which have been trained for the (incorrect) bicubic kernel. Moreoever, note that the filter-corrected applications of DBPN, RCAN, and proSR, also outperform SRMD and ZSSR, while the plain applications of DBPN, RCAN, and proSR are inferior to SRMD.
Inference run-time. Computing the correction filter requires a negligible amount of time, so it does not change the run-time of an off-the-shelf DNN. Using NVIDIA RTX 2080ti GPU, the per image run-time of all the methods except ZSSR is smaller than 1 second (because no training is done in the test phase), while ZSSR requires approximately 2 minutes per image.
The spectrums of sampling kernels. In Figure 4 we present the frequency spectrums of Gaussian kernels that are used in this work and two bicubic kernels, one for scale factor of 2 and one for scale factor of 4. In order to ease the presentation, the curves are plotted for the one-dimensional version of these kernels. Our experiments show that for super-resolution factor of 2 the proposed filter correction approach yields very good results for Gaussian sampling kernels of 1.5/ √ 2 and 2.5/ √ 2 (see Tables 1 and 2 ), but not for 3.5/ √ 2 (not shown). This behavior correlates with the recovery guarantees in Theorem 2. The theory essentially requires that the passband of the bicubic kernel (associated with relevant scale factor) is contained in the passband of the downsampling kernels. Indeed, it can be seen in Figure   Figure 4 :
Frequency spectrums of different onedimensional kernels.
4 that the passband of the bicubic kernel for scale factor 2 is contained in the passband of the Gaussian with 1.5/ √ 2, but extremely larger than the passband of the Gaussian with 3.5/ √ 2. On the other hand, for super-resolution factor of 4 we do get good results for Gaussian sampling kernel of 3.5/ √ 2 (see Tables 1 and 2 ). This is aligned with the fact that the bicubic kernel for scale factor 4 is much narrower in frequency domain than the bicubic kernel for scale factor 2, as shown in Figure 4 .
We note that the deficiency of the correction filter approach for the setting with Gaussian kernel of σ = 3.5/ √ 2 and scale factor of 2 can be resolved by increasing the regularization parameter used in (9) , which helps compensating the null space in S * R and stabilizes its inverse. For example, plain application of DBPN on Set14 yields PSNR of 24.71 dB, and applying it after correction filter with = 0 yields PSNR of 10.34 dB. However, applying DBPN after correction filter with = 10 yields PSNR of 28.67 dB.
The blind setting
In this section, we turn to test non-blind super-resolution, where the downsampling kernel k is unknown. Therefore, to apply our approach we first estimate the correction filter using Algorithm 1, and then use this estimation to restore the HR image by (10) . In this setting we compare our method to kernelGAN [2] , which estimates the downsampling kernel using adversarial training (in test-time) and then uses ZSSR to restore the HR image.
The results for Set14 are presented in Table 3 and visual examples are shown in Figure 5 and in Appendix B. It can be seen that the proposed filter correction approach still improves the results of DBPN, RCAN, and proSR, compared to their plain applications (which are presented in Tables 1). It also outperforms kernelGAN (despite our approach being a much simpler) in terms of reconstruction error and gains comparable results in terms of perceptual distance. Our proposed strategy has an advantage over kernelGAN also in term of run-time. While kernelGAN requires about 6.5 minutes per image, estimating the correction filter requires 2 minutes, which is followed by off-the-shelf DNNs that require less than 1 second.
Conclusion
The SISR task has gained a lot from the developments in deep learning in the recent years. Yet, the leading DNN methods suffer from a huge performance drop when they are tested on images that do not fit the acquisition process assumption used in their training phase-which is, typically, that the downsampling kernel is bicubic. In this work, we addressed this issue by a signal processing approach: computing a correction filter that modifies the lowresolution observations such that they mimic observations that are obtained with a bicubic kernel. (Notice that our focus in this work on the bicubic kernel is for the sake of simplicity of the presentation and due to its popularity. Yet, it is possible to use our developed tools also for other reconstruction kernels). The modified LR is then fed into existing state-of-the-art DNNs that are trained only under the assumption of bicubic kernel. Various experiments have shown that the proposed approach significantly improves the performance of the pre-trained DNNs and outperforms other (much more sophisticated) methods that are specifically designed to be robust to different kernels. [2] , proSR [33] , RCAN [41] , DBPN [14] , proSR with estimated correction, RCAN with estimated correction and DBPN with estimated correction. 
